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Mac Turner’s recall of his youth in Minard prompted him into providing a record
of these days. He includes mention of folk he knew, local customs and buildings,
life before the arrival of electricity and mains water supply, the demise of fishing
and quarrying industries, the rise of Forestry Commission work, and the inescapable
impacts of World War Two on the whole community.
This insight into life in a small Scottish village during a period of
considerable change is well supported with diagrams and photographs.

Minard, A Compendium of a
Lochfyneside Community 1933 to 1952
Exceptional value at only £8 per copy. Available from:
Minard, Furnace, Argyll Book Centre, Kilmartin Museum, Tree Shop Garden Centre

DUE OUT ON 6th JULY
“MAC” TURNER’S FASCINATING LIMITED EDITION OF

From the text:
...Today it is unlikely that local lads when roaming
the beaches would be hailed from a fishing boat
with the shout “Seen the whale?”
...A mouth-blown pitch pipe was used to give the
appropriate note to start the class singing.
The pupils called it the ‘dootrach’.
...The rails for the crane and the bogies, the various
quarry buildings and even the foundations for the heavy
machinery, have been cleared away, as has also most
of a solid structure called the Tip.
...Standing at our front door with my father that Sunday,
looking at this large vessel steaming past and hearing the
crying of the children on board, is seared in my memory.
They were the first evacuees from Glasgow.
SECURE YOUR COPY FROM:
Minard, Furnace, Kilmartin Museum, Tree Shop Garden Centre,
Argyll Book Centre in Lochgilphead
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Men of the Quarry, early

1930s. From the author's

collection
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